Mdina Glass
A. General Sales Conditions
Delivery Terms

Drop Ship Not Available

Shipping & Handling

Not included in the prices quoted

Taxes

Not included in the prices quoted

Custom Handling Cost

Not included in the prices quoted

Delivery Time

Based on Production Time and will be confirmed

Payment Terms

upon order confirmation

Payment in advance via bank transfer

B. Minimum Order Quantities (On large orders only)
1. Traditional Ranges
Miniatures

5 of each shape and colour

Medium

5 of each shape and colour

Large

3 of each colour

Solids

5 of each shape and colour

2. Contemporary ranges
Medium
Large

3 of each shape and colour

2 of each shape and colour

3. Solids
5 of each shape
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C. Notes
1. Stated weights and dimensions are only approximations.
2. Since each piece is individually mouth blown and hand finished, please allow
for reasonable variations in colour and size.
3. When ordering please quote product code and descriptions.
4. Custom orders will be considered.
5. Only items which are listed in their respective range pricelist are produced.
Therefore any items that can be found in the Outline folder but not in the
pricelist folder are not produced, i.e. small sculptured ashtrays are found in the
outline folder but not produced in the Seascape range and therefore there is
no code and description for this product in the Seascape Pricelist folder.

D. Using the catalogue
1. Contemporary Collection
In this link one finds the contemporary ranges. For each
range there is a set of pictures and a pricelist. The first
column in every pricelist is for PRODUCT CODE while
the second row is for PRODUCT DESCRIPTION.
Both code and product description must be quoted when
ordering. The first half of the product code indicates the
Collection while the second half which is always a number is
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the product shape. E.g. AFR-339, AFR means AFRICA
range, while 339 is a MEDIUM DOUBLE SWIRL

VASE. Please refer to the product specification link to see

a visual representation of this vase and its dimensions.
Please use the second file for inches and ounces. All ranges
are divided into Miniature, Medium and Large vases/bowls
2. Traditional Collection
In this link one finds the traditional ranges. As in the
contemporary collection there is a set of pictures and a
pricelist for each range. The information about codes,
description and specification is the same as above with the
only difference that the first half of the code is generally a
number, i.e. 90-339, 90 is the code for the MARBLE
range, while 339 is a MEDIUM DOUBLE SWIRL

VASE as above.
3. Solids Collection

Mdina Glass produces a large variety of solid items. These
are

small

sculptures

of

animals,

paperweights

and

candleholders. This collection is divided into BLUE

SOLIDS,
BLUE
FANTASY
SOLIDS,
COLOURED SOLIDS AND COLOURED
FANTASY SOLIDS. What differentiates these

products is the colour. Basically they are the same items
produced in different colours as one can see in the pictures

found with every range. The COLOURED and

COLOURED FANTASY ranges are generally a mix
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of colours determined by the glassmakers themselves.
Therefore they are all more or less different. They also can
be made according to customer specifications as long as the
quantity ordered is over 50 pieces of each item.
4. Product Specifications

LARGE, MEDIUM,
MINIATURE and SOLIDS outlines. In each file one

This

link

is

divided

into

can see a visual drawing of each vase produced in the

respective size category. E.g. in the Large Outlines file

there are all the large vases produced together with their size

and weight. All information is approximate since items are
handmade. Next to each product outline there is the product
code and description e.g. 339 – Medium Double Swirl Vase.
One must refer to these outlines when using both the
CONTEMPORARY

and

TRADITIONAL

pricelist. Please note that not all products in the outlines are
produced in every Range. Therefore although for example
one finds 206 – Medium sculptured ashtray in the medium
outline link, this is not produced in the medium Africa range.
There must be the same product code and description in
each pricelist. If not, then it is not produced in that colour
range.

Please see the conversion table for translation into
US measurements in the Product Specification link.
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5. Frosted items
In some of the picture folders there are pictures marked
FROSTED. This means that the products can also be
sandblasted to create a mat finish. All ranges can be frosted
at an additional cost except those with silver or gold leaf.
These are Mdina Blue, Red Mosaico, Easter and
Elegance. If one would like to order any frosted items please
write FR next to the Code and Description.
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